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Social Studies  

Revision Sheets  

Grade 10   

Third Term  

Name; 

 Q 1: Fill in the spaces: 

1- Sheikh Zayed passed away in 2004 after ruling the UAE for 33 years. 

2- Sheikh Zayed ‘s first trip abroad was in 1953 when he accompanied his brother Sheikh 

Shakhbout to the United Kingdom and France. 

3- The UAE hosts nearly 110 embassies and consulates. 

4- The UAE has 40 embassies abroad as well as five consulates and two permanent missions 

to the UN in New York and Geneva. 

5- Sheikh Zayed was to the UAE, what George Washington was to the United States, what 

Mahatma Ghandi was to India. 

6- The Emirates ‘s first female cabinet minister, Sheikha Lubna Al Qasimi had been 

appointed to the key position of minister for Economy and planning the day before 

Sheikh Zayed died.  

7- Sheikh Khalifa had been Crown Prince since 1969. 

8- Sheikh Zayed was around 86 years old, when he passed away.  

9- The presidential Court announced to the people of Emirates, the Arab and Muslims 

Worlds, and the entire world, that Sheikh Zayed died. 

10-  Sheikh Zayed died on   2 November, the 19th  of Ramadan.    
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11- The Zayed Charitable and Humanitarian foundation continues to play an important role 

in the country’s aid work.    

12- On the island of Umm-al Nar, Unknown civilization from the Bronze age was discovered.  

13- In a pleasing link with old and new, Qasr Al Hosn for a while housed the center for 

Documentation and Research.     

14- The most important institution of Arab society is the family.                                

. 

Q 2: Put (T) opposite each true statement and (F) opposite each false statement:    

 

1- Throughout the UAE, children have always shown love and respect for Sheikh Zayed.  

(T ) 

2- Sheikh Zayed died on the morning of Tuesday. (F) 

3- Sheikh Zayed always strived towards harmony between all Arabs. (T) 

4- The Arab Gulf Co-operation Council (AGCC) was founded at a summit conference in Al 

Kuwait in 1981. (F) 

5- Kuwait liberated from the Iraq Invasion in 1990. (F) 

6- The Zayed Charitable and Humanitarian foundation established in 1992. (T) 

7- The Arab league was founded in Cairo. (T) 

8- Shorter working hours are prescribed during Ramadan in the UAE. (T) 

9- The first excavations began in Abu Dhabi in 1959, on the island of Umm- al Nar. (T) 

10- The tombs at Hili have been discovered in Al Ain.  (T) 

11- The Arabian horse is the oldest breed of horse in the world. (T) 

12- Sheikh Zayed always maintained close contact with his family members. (T) 

13- Sheikh Zayed placed a high value of the education of his sons. (T) 

 

Q 3: Answer the following questions below:   

    

1- What is the basic corner of UAE foreign policy? 

 Desire for close relations with neighbors and fellow Arab states, with particular emphasis 

on those in the Arabian Peninsula.  

 

2- What was the constant theme of Sheikh Zayed ‘s speeches? 

Reconciliation, tolerance and solidarity within the Arab world. 

3- What were the two major crises that AGCC faced in its existence? 

       The conflict between Iraq and Iran during the 1980s and the August 1990 invasion by Iraq    

.             of Kuwait. 
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4- Define the following:  

a- Arab league: is a regional organization of Arab states in and around north Africa , some 

parts of Asia and Arabia , it was founded in Cairo in 1945. 

b- Traditional values: refers to the standards and values which were embraced by Emarati 

and stem from Islam.  

5- Write the names of four sons of Sheikh Zayed and their jobs? 

 Sheikh Khalifa is the eldest son, he is the current president of the UAE. 

 Sheikh Sultan the second son, he is the UAE Deputy prime Minister, the third is Sheikh 

Mohammad , he is the crown prince of Abu Dhabi and Chief of staff of the UAE armed 

forces. The fourth is Sheikh Hamdan , he is the Deputy prime minister and minister of  

state of for foreign Affairs . 

6- What are the aims of the General Woman’s Union? and who is the head of this Union? 

      Sheikha Fatima was a head of the General Woman’s Union, which aims to help women play  

       Their full role in the development of the state by promoting adult literacy among women,  

         Teaching health care and preserving traditional crafts.  

7-  How did Sheikh Zayed help and support the young men for marriage?  

He ordered to set up of a special Marriage fund to young men wishing to marry local 

women, at the same time calling for the country’s tribes to discourage large dowries . 

 

 

   

 

 

 


